
When Perception Becomes Reality

	
 Perception, it would seem, does not always mix comfortably with reality.  
	
 As a nationally mandated educational accountability pushed itself aggressively forward, 
magical innovations forced onto low-scoring schools frequently fell short of a publicly hyped 
proclamation.  In more than a few cases, the nonstop instigation of poorly implemented 
modifications simply put additional stress onto already struggling systems.  Increasingly, the 
public statement of building policies – and an actual execution of the same – turned out to be two 
very separate, and often fully disconnected, entities.

Big-salaried reform personnel: advisors, deans, counselors, coaches, facilitators, 
specialists, evaluators, supervisors, and an ever-realigning supply of “fixer” administrators – all 
had been hired, or so schools were told, to help out with a student supervision.  Walking into 
reform-invaded buildings; taking a look around?  Oh, very likely you’d arrive at the perception 
that, well gosh, in modern days there were just so many (doubtless, more than enough) adults in 
place.  Seeing so many assertively hired school monitors, surely, you would presume?

Discipline and supervision couldn’t be an issue.
Reality, however.   
Trusting to the after-midnight logic of a modern-day elfin magic, the suddenly legislated 

conjecture behind accountability simply held that each incessantly-added hire – each assertively 
installed and highly-paid adjunct – could necessarily cover the always growing supply of 
endlessly added mandates through the simple expediency of taking on endlessly added alternate 
roles.  

Struggling to take on the labor appended to each year’s additional supply of abruptly 
decided mandates (mandates now allowed to fly into buildings with an increasing whimsy and at 
a higher and higher rate of speed) – well, scrambling to implement the unexpected orders for an 
additional testing organization, assessment administration, assembly management, educator 
development, new teacher instruction, curriculum facilitation, test score analysis, technology 
training, pre-scripted regulation, intervention implementation, data team preparation, and, lately, 
the hugely legalized obligation for an excessive employee observation, management hires neither 
had the time to instigate, nor assume, a personal responsibility for that much less exciting, and 
much, much less impressive, old-school administrative tradition: 

An actual hands-on student supervision.  
Being seriously busy; being unquestionably over-booked; being important – highly-paid 

reform hires rarely had time for, nor proffered up an individual interest in, fulfilling the most 
tedious of their way-too-many-assigned obligations.  

Most especially?  
That tryingly monotonous lunch duty.
Sending large numbers of ten-to-thirteen-year-olds outside for a thirty-minute lunch 

recess required, as had been carefully written into the disciplinary policies at our school, a 
consistent, vigilant supervision.  To support this expectation, the boys – given a half hour of 
outdoor freedom while the girls remained indoors for lunch – were under the careful supervision 
of three adult males.  When our school’s first lunch ended and second lunch began, managed by 
three adult females, the girls were escorted out of the cafeteria by way of an isolated back exit.  
As the girls headed outdoors to their own thirty-minute recess, the boys were ushered into the 
cafeteria by way of an intentionally separated front entrance.



For all intents and purposes?
	
 This was a logically written and student protective plan.  

However, inside our heavily test-score-penalized year, all three of the men assigned to 
supervise the boys’ lunch – one a recently promoted advisor, another a rookie mathematics’ 
coach, and the third an administrator-in-training – well, it turned out that all three of these men 
(and oh, but wasn’t this made repeatedly and adamantly clear) were very, very busy.  Frequently, 
all three men were much too preoccupied to be held responsible for the low-level expectations 
attached to an actual hands-on student supervision.  More than occasionally?  

One or two simply didn’t have the time – so didn’t show up.  
When two of these three extra-busy reformers didn’t arrive, being much too involved 

with one momentous mandate of reform or another to locate a supervisory substitute, the boys 
quickly figured things out, and things tended to get a bit out of hand.
	
 When all three supervisors were unexpectedly absent? 

Well, go ahead; use your imagination. 


